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ABSTRACT 

Cast bar production through circle-belt uninterrupted casting process is a complex procedure Where molten metal solidified within a circu-
lating wheel mould. To improve fundamental understanding of casting process a two dimensional, transient and coupled thermo-
mechanical model has been developed based on FEM analysis. Metal shrinkage and mould deformation during coagulation of the bar has 
been numerically simulated. The temperature of bar predicted by the model has been verified by actual temperature measurement during 
casting at different operating conditions. Thermo mechanical calculations and experimental characterizations of the casting surfaces were 
compared through metallagraphic analysis. The control of casting speed and pouring temperature of metal is also calculated in order to un-
derstand in detail about the factors controlling heat transfer. 
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INTRODUCTION� 

 

Improving casting quality and controlling coagulation of metals inside the mould is mainly influenced by the rate of heat transfer by  metal. 

In a wheel belt continuous casting   process, a cast bar is produced  in a rotating wheel mould, which is subsequently rolled by a set of  rolls 

to form wire rod. In this process the metallurgical structure and quality of the products depends on shell formation during early stages of co-

agulation and the thermal history of the solidified  bar in the rotating wheel mould. The wheel-belt continuous casting process for aluminium 

cast bar production is depicted  in Fig.. Molten metal is poured into a copper mould of trapezoidal cross section  mounted on a steel wheel. 

The melt is guided continuously on the periphery of  the casting wheel by a steel belt. Cold  water is sprayed  on all sides of the mould & on 

top of  the belt. The bar  leaves the wheel at around 2270 angle of rotation of wheel. When the bar  leaves the wheel, most of the coagulation 

has been completed   for a sound cast bar production & subsequent deformation. The temperature of the  cast bar at the time of exit is the 

most prominant factor that decides the final property of  rod. 

 

Though temperature measurement inside rotating mould is very complex, Jonas and Fredriksson (2007) have demonstrated an experimental 

measurement method for obtaining reliable data for heat transfer coefficient for pure copper wire casting in south wire process. Lindohm et al 

(2002) have also calibrated their model with extensive measurement campaign & obtained reliable temperature profile of cast bar. Their 

model is based on finite volume technique. Chang et al (2007) have determined the temperature profile of non-ferrous metal wire rods during 

continuous casting but the mould is stationary in their case. Wire rod casting in a tapered cuboids casting channel has been  by Shi and Guo 

(2004). Similar studies have been carried out previously by Davies & Westby (1974) and Liu et al (1991). The work of Davies & Westby 

indicated the influence of metal mould interface heat transfer coefficient on coagulation. Direct temperature measurement has not been taken. 

They have indicated air gap formation between metal and mould through metallographic analysis. Liu’s thermo-mechanical model has been 

validated with measurements of dendrite arm  spacing and temperature of wheel & belt. However  bar  temperature has not been  measured. 

 

 

Fig: Casting Wheel Schematic 

To improve the fundamental understanding of belt continuous bar casting  procedure , a two-dimensional coupled  thermo-mechanical model 

has been developed. The model is based on finite element   method and the numerical solution is discussed based on metallographic analysis 

of the bar. The main aim of the work is to combine thermo mechanical modeling & temperature measurement along with metallographic 

analysis for a better understanding of coagulation taking place during casting. The influence of process parameters has been also studied. 
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Fig.. Model geometry 

                       

 

   The model considers a cross section of the casting wheel along with belt and metal that starts from metal pouring point to the exit of wheel. 

The model geometry is shown in Fig. 2. The thermal model is based on a finite element method and the temperature distribution is obtained 

from two dimensional time dependant heat conduction the Latent heat source (W/m3), T the temperature (0C) and t the time period  in se-

cond. Phase change aspect has been taken into consideration by adapting equivalent specific heat approach. The heat transfer coefficient used 

as boundary condition for this model has been taken from the work of Lindohm  (2002).  

 

 The initial condition is same as the pouring temperature. The diffusion of heat in casting direction is neglected in this work. The convection 

effect of fluid flow has been accounted by enhanced thermal conductivity value (750W/mC) in liquid state (Janik et al (2004), Brimacombe et 

al (1984) and Opstelten & Rabenberg (1999)). The material used for the analysis is commercial grade aluminium. The material property and 

casting conditions used for the analysis are shown in Table 1. The material properties of belt (structural steel) and mould (copper) are kept 

constant (Table 2). The model is fine tuned by adjusting the effective thermal conductance coefficient between metal & mould and between 

metal & belt. This has been calibrated to  2800 W/m2C for accurate representation of the model. Temperature evolution predicted by thermal 

model is used to develop a mechanical model to predict deformation during casting. 

 

 

 

  

Table: Mould specifications and casting conditions 

  

Pouring temperature 700 oC 

RPM of casting wheel 1.92,2.0,2.2 rpm 

Diameter of casting wheel 1830 mm 

Thickness of steel belt 4 mm 

Residence time of bar on 19.7,19.4,18.4 

Wheel at 1.92,2.0,2.2 rpm sec 

Cooling water pressure 5kg/cm2 

Cooling water temp 26 oC 

Surrounding temp 30 oC 
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Latent heat 3.98×104 J/Kg 

Density of liquid 2.58 × 103Kg/m3 

Density of solid 2.6 × 104Kg/m 

 

 

Temperature(T) Thermal conductivity 

(W/mC) 

Specific Heat Liquid fraction 

 

 

o 206 8.89 - 

100 206 9.3 - 

300 201 10.2 - 

500 194 11.3 - 

634.5 250 12.2 0 

650.4 - - 0.1 

653.3 - - 0.2 

656.6 - - 0.5 

658.8 700 11.8 1.0 

750 750 12.8 - 

 

Table consists of material properties used in model 

 

Temperature measurement of the cast bar at exit of wheel was measured at various speed . Wheel keeping water pressure, temperature & 

pouring temperature of the metal constant. This is caused by formation of air gap due to contraction of metal during coagulation. Various 

researchers have noted that the heat transfer coefficient between mould and  cooling water has little influence on coagulation as long as it is 

higher than the heat transfer coefficient between metal and mould .  

RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

  

The temperature of the cast bar can measured at the exit of wheel. An infrared thermal image of the bar at exit .  The predicted temperature of 

the bar at exit of wheel is 5500C where as average measurement value at 1.96rpm is 5430C. The temperature of bar predicted at three rpm of 

casting wheel is compared with measurement values in other image . The measured values are in close agreement with the predicted values. 

This validates the thermal model. A transient elastic stress model was developed from the thermal model. Friction between metal & the de-

formed mould is neglected. As it is shown in thermograpic image. 

 

 

The displacement profile (vertical displacement of belt & horizontal displacement of mold side wall) is of similar nature as reported by Cot-

tignies et al (2009). Verification of the model was done by comparing the dimensional measurement on as cast bar with mould cavity. The bar 
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dimension at 550 deg C (exit of wheel) can be  calculated by use of linear thermal expansion coefficient from measured value at room tem-

perature. As shown in Table 3, the measured width of the bar is very close to width predicted by the model. The width of bar was 0.33mm 

less than width of mould at the time of exit, whereas height of bar is 0.22mm less than height of cavity. This indicates more air gap at the 

sides than at top/bottom. 

 

  

Fig: Micrograph of bar cross section 

Metallographic examination of as cast bar is done to correlate the coupled thermo mechanical model predictions. Cross section of the bar will 

be polished & etched with Tuckers etchant .The modelling result of cast bar cross section at exit of wheel , which indicates uniform cooling 

as depicted by circular isotherms. The symmetry at both sides of mould predicted by the model and observed from metallographic proves the 

correctness of the assumption that effective conductance coefficient on both side of wheel is fairly equal. The asymmetry with final coagula-

tion above centre line is in accord with observation of etched sample. The finding of thermo-mechanical model prediction corresponds well 

with metallographic observation. 

The cooling performance at different points along transverse axis of bar is depicted . The rate of cooling is faster at bottom compared to top 

through out the casting process. The difference in cooling rate at a point 10mm from bottom and 10mm from top can be attributed to different 

thickness of air gap formation during cooling. The air gap formation along the path of movement of metal in the mould . That  indicates that 

the shrinkage of metal from sides and from bottom are almost same at the point of exit, where as the gap from top is more. This would have 

been resulted more contraction in height of cast bar in comparison with contraction in width, but the dimensional measurement shows the 

Table: Mould/ bar  Dimension  

Dimension Width, mm Height, mm 

Initial dimension             71.50          56.9 

Mould predicted             71.69          56.05 

Bar predicted             71.37          55.83  

Bar measured ( room temp)             70.36          55.20 

Bar at wheel exit (550  oC)             71.47           55.93 
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opposite. This is because of the tension generated by  stretching equipment   on the rod where it leaves the wheel; this tension will force the 

rod against the bottom of the groove. The assumptions of uniform conductance coefficient at the side walls is correct, however, the assump-

tion is to be improved for metal-belt interface & metal mould at bottom interface in order to predict asymmetric cooling. The heat transfer 

characteristic has been clearly delineated.  

Simulation would be  carried out with different process parameters to study the effect on coagulation profile (liquids and solidus isotherms).  

The coagulation front movement at three different casting speeds. Air gap formation with three speeds . As the speed of casting is increased, 

the solidus temperature isotherm indicating end of coagulation time is extended further beyond the exit point. This indicates the increased 

amount of mushy zone remaining in the bar during its travel towards rolls after exit of wheel. Mushier zone will increase the  possibility of 

crack generation in the cast bar of low ductility alloys at exit of wheel because of change of curvature.  

AIR GAP AT DIFFERENT POURING TEMP 

Simulation could be done  of casting model with different initial temperatures of metal  to show its influence on coagulation of bar, indication 

of  coagulation front movement &  the air gap formation at different temperatures. It is usually an advantage to keep initial temperature at a 

lower value because the heat to be removed will be minimum. As the initiative temperature is increased, final air gap formation will increase 

because of T. The influence of two casting parameters (speed & pouring temperature) on the final bar temperature at exit of mould respec-

tively. The higher sensitivity of speed on bar exit temperature than pouring temperature. In order to increase the production rate of the ma-

chine, casting speed along with cooling intensity needs to be raised to achieve the higher productivity. 

 

 CONCLUSION 

 A two dimensional, transient,  thermo-mechanical coupled model will be developed for  belt of the wheel   continuous casting process. The 

heat transfer between mould and solidifying metal is the significant aspect of cast bar production in a wheel belt casting. The coagulation 

time increases with casting speed & pouring temperature of metal. The influence of speed is more significant than pour temperature on bar 

temperature at exit of wheel. The formation of an air gap between metal & belt hinders heat transfer and results in asymmetrical coagulation. 

This is in agreement with the structure seen in an etched cross section of a cast bar. This model will be helpful to casting personnel during 

casting of different (hard/soft) alloys and at different process parameters. 
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